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NAVIGATING A
DISRUPTED
LANDSCAPE
BY  JESS ICA  PAULSSON

E D I T O R I A L

       n February 18th, you could buy one share of

Scandic Hotels (-60% YTD) for 82,29 SEK. Exactly

one month later, the value had plummeted to 16,49

SEK. With the covid-19 pandemic came a stock

market crash unlike any previous one.  Billions of

dollars were lost when the value of the world's

leading indices decreased by roughly 30% in a

month. Some companies went bankrupt, others are

being restructured, and many more are still

struggling despite massive financial aid from

governments and central banks. 

Whilst some companies face challenging times,

others prove themselves able to adapt and thus

more resistant to the crisis. Some businesses

are even  boosted by  the  pandemic  -  medical 

O 

companies, such as Gilead Sciences (+2%

YTD) and Getinge (+7% YTD), have in a

matter of months delivered medical products

that help treat covid-19 patients. 

Vaccines are rapidly being researched by

companies such as Moderna (+242% YTD),

Arcturus Therapeutics (+292% YTD) and

Novavax (+2672% YTD). As the need for

social distancing increased, Lund based

company Camurus (+116% YTD) market cap

has more than doubled due to increased

demand for their opioid dependence

treatment that reduces the need for daily

clinic visits.

Hardship brings the need for innovations

and new solutions. As employees all over the

world are restricted from travelling and

forced to work from home, the pace of

digitalization has been forced to increase

tremendously. This not only enables greater

opportunities for future tech innovations,

but has also increased the demand for

services and products of established digital

companies. This is true for video

communications company Zoom (+504%

YTD) as well as online fashion retailers

Zalando (+66% YTD) and Boozt (+138%

YTD). Although H&M (-15% YTD) suffered

an operating loss of almost 6.5 billion SEK

and a 50% net sales decrease during Q2, 



their online sales increased with 32% (measured

year-on-year in local currencies). Swedish

beauty retailer Lyko (+319% YTD) experienced

an increase in online sales of 99% during Q2

(year-on-year). Digital entertainment companies

such as Netflix (+53% YTD), Storytel (+61%

YTD) and Spotify (+59% YTD) have thrived

throughout the crisis.

As historical performance is unable to serve as a

trustworthy base of predicting the future, we

have no idea how any company will perform

going forward. Just as clueless as we were before

the pandemic, we will be when the next black

swan arrives. It is in times like these we are

reminded why not only measures of profit,

efficiency and valuation are important. It is my

stern belief that the financial position -

although it may appear less appealing to spend

time analysing - is just as crucial, considering

that even a prosperous company may

unpredictably lose its revenue. The best

insurance for a future black swan is to always do

thorough analysis of liquidity and solvency. To

assess the risk of my investments, I always ask

myself the following: for how long would the

company survive with no revenue at all? Do they

hold enough cash to be resistant to unexpected

crises? How much revenue can they lose before

The above written text should be seen as personal opinions and reflections rather than financial advice. 
None of the mentioned companies are in any way recommendations to buy or sell a security.

they are unable to fulfill their obligations
regarding outstanding debt?

The pandemic has called for new solutions and

innovations not only in the world, but also

within LINC. The new board and committees

started their commitment under extraordinary

circumstances. To undertake the position of

Event Coordinator of Female Network without

knowing if any events could even be hosted,

felt extremely limiting. This is why we initiated

LINC Female Network Magazine - to ensure

that no matter what the circumstances may be,

Female Network will always be able to

encourage, educate and connect with our

audience. By bringing you financial content

and inspiration, we hope to support the

journey towards your dream career - no matter

what the future may hold.

E D I T O R I A L

Jessica Paulsson, Event Coordinator of Female Network & 
Editor-in-Chief of the Female Network Magazine
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Alexandra Stertman

I am currently pursuing a BSc in Business and
Economics and starting my fourth semester. As
the Head of Female Network, I have the overall
responsibility of the committee. I put my main
focus on encouragement and pushing members
to do their best. I act like a sounding board and
leave everyone to explore and pursue what they
deem fit in relation to women within finance. 

My interest in finance flourished in high school
after entering a stock competition, which I
found applicable to my own investments. The
concept of at least beating inflation was very
appealing, though over time my aim on stock
return has exponentially increased beyond this
common macro phenomenon.  Ideally, I would
work in an asset management department that
invests through fundamental analysis. Analysing
companies for long term investments, perhaps
managing a fund that focuses on US small or
midcap.

Jessica Paulsson

I am an enthusiastic business student with a
passion for finance, entrepreneurship and
diversity. I never turn down an opportunity to
talk about the stock market and I love to
conduct and discuss fundamental analysis! As
the Event Coordinator of Female Network I am
responsible for the planning, preparation and
execution of all our events. I am also the Co-
Founder and Editor-in-Chief of Female
Network Magazine, and thus responsible for
delivering top-notch articles to publish. 

After years of being interested in personal
finance, I started investing in funds, equity and
derivatives as a teenager. My interest in the SME
segment began after I founded and managed my
own firm at the age of 16. In the future I see
myself either running my own business, or
working with fundamental analysis at a capital
management firm with focus on private equity
or the nano and micro cap segment.

THIS IS FEMALE NETWORK
GET  TO  KNOW  US !



Elsa Adolfsson

I am currently studying my fourth semester in

BSc in Business and Economics.    My role as the

Relationship Coordinator of LINC Female

Network is to maintain and develop new partner-

ships and collaborations with companies for

sponsorships and events. I get the opportunity to

unleash my passion for sales, and I genuinely love

what I do. 

I firmly considered finance as a career path after

attending the Women Business Conference in the

spring of 2019 and the Female Banking Tour in

2020, as there I had the opportunity to learn

about the endless opportunities within the field

and meeting like-minded female students.

Communities like Female Network are so impor-

tant when you, as a female interested in finance,

belong to a minority. I see myself working within

the field of Corporate Finance in the future,

preferably with advisory services that works  with

companies in a “teamwork makes the dream

work” environment.
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Linda Huang

I am studying the third semester of my bachelor's

in International Business. As the Marketing

Coordinator of Female Network, I am respon-

sible for keeping finance-interested women at

Lund University updated on our upcoming

events. Moreover, I am also responsible for

creating informative content in order to

continuously increase the reach of Female

Network's audience and encourage finance-

interested women.

During my first year in Lund, I met many like-

minded students interested in investing through

fundamental analysis. After countless of

interesting conversations about the markets and

investment opportunities, I was more than

certain about finance as a career path to pursue.

I could see myself working with equity research

in the future, perhaps focusing on companies in

the APAC region's emerging markets. What the

future might hold for companies in these rapidly

growing economies remains to be seen, and I am

intrigued to follow the development.



THEA
NYRELL

H&M  UK
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ALUMNI  INTERV IEWS

ALUMNI INTERVIEWS

Age:                              24

City of origin:             Barsebäck, Sweden

City of residence:      London, UK

Education:                  MSc in Accounting & 
Finance

Position:                      Business Controller
 
Positions in LINC:     Vice President of LINC

Vice Head of   

                                       Marketing, 

                                       Editor of LINC       

                                       Magazine, 

                                       Project leader of  WBC  

                                       Women's Business 

                                       Conference, 

                                       

What does your position at

H&M entail?

I work as a Business Area Controller

at H&M UK&IE and in my role, I

drive profitability and sales for 26

Midland England stores.

My week usually consists of analysing sales

figures to find revenue potential, analysing

P&L (profit&loss) to understand the costs

and how to control them in line with sales,

forecasting, budgeting and costs, making sure

that we have the correct amount of stock

allocated to the stores so we can optimise

sales and minimise costs.  Lastly, I travel to

stores to coach management within cont-

rolling aspects and to find hands-on sales

potential. The thing I like the most about my

role is for sure to see what impact you can

make by doing an analysis, taking actions

based on it and then seeing quick results that

improves sales and profit.

For me this is my absolute dream job and has

been  ever  since  I first heard  about the busi-



BBC in the mornings and reading newpapers.

OMNI is a good one where you can customise the

content that you are interested in.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?

In 10 years I see myself being back in Sweden,

working at H&M within the controlling/

sustainability department  or the venture capital

department. I hope I have worked in different

countries within H&M, so I have a broad and

extensive experience that I can bring back to

H&M in Sweden.

What is your favorite book?

For me reading is about getting away from the

busy working/university life and just relax.

Therefore I will not recommend a business or self-

development book ;). I would instead recommend

a book that I’ve read quite recently called “Min

Fantastiska Väninna”.
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Any other tips for readers?

Internship! The best way to get a step into the

professional working life and to get hands-on

experience is to apply for internships. It’s never

too early or never too late, and you can never

apply for too many. The internships I’ve done

during my studies have really helped me to get to

where I am today.

ness controlling position during my first

semester at university. I took my first step into

H&M as a business controller summer intern at

the Swedish buying office in 2018. After my

graduation last summer, I moved to London to

start as a business controller trainee and I have

been working as a business area controller since

six months ago.

Has your time in LINC helped you in
your career life, in what way?

The common denominator in my positions back
in LINC and in any role within the organisation
is that you: 

1.  Learn how to work together with other

people 

2.  Learn how to lead other people 

3. Take a step outside university life and

towards your future and professional life

4. You get to interact and understand

different parts of the financial market

In addition to this, LINC has a wide network of

helpful and driven active members and alumni.

In my role as a business controller, all of the

above-mentioned are natural elements of my

everyday work.

How do you keep updated on the
economy?

I find the best way to keep me updated is to watch 
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In a digital interview with Female Network earlier in spring, Olivia speaks about her journey from LINC to her

current job within investment banking. The following article is a shorter, written version of her interview. 

    s a recent graduate from

Lund School of Economics

and Management, Olivia

joined Citibank’s investment

banking department at the

financial institutions group

in London. Olivia discovered

her  interest  in  finance  and 

banking during her second semester of

university studies, when she applied for a part-

time job at Nordea.   During   Olivia’s   time in

LINC,  she was an active member of Female

Network, where she helped arrange guest

lectures and Investment Banking Forums. 

In LINC, Olivia gained a vast amount of

knowledge from people who have held

internships positions before. These people

assisted in preparing for applications and gave

insights on potential interview questions. The

annual Investment Banking Forum (IBF)  was

an important opportunity for Olivia to secure

an internship, as IBF allows students  to net-

A

Age:                              24

City of origin:             Halmstad,  Sweden

City of residence:     London, UK

Education:                  BSc in Economics

Position:                      Investment 

      Banking Analyst 

Position in LINC:       Active member of 

                                       Female Network

OLIVIA
NILSSON

C IT IGROUP  UK



work with their potential future employees.

For IBF, LINC invites ten or more banks from

cities such as Stockholm, London, Oslo and

Copenhagen to Lund School of Economics and

Management, in order to offer an opportunity

to connect with company representatives.

Olivia emphasizes the importance of

networking during her interview back in May,

which is one of the things she wishes she had

started earlier. Finance is undoubtedly a male-

dominated industry, especially among senior

and managerial positions. Many companies

however, are actively trying to decrease the

gap within the junior and senior positions.

“Personally, I haven’t experienced anything

negative in relation to being a female in a

male-dominated industry. On the contrary, I

have been given more support, because people

are aware of it.” says Olivia.
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Olivia encourages students interested  in fi-

nance to join LINC, in order to gain

knowledge and networking opportunities

that the organization offers. “Without being

active in LINC, it would have been hard to

get the job that I have now”, comments

Olivia. “There are a lot of people who have

been in your position, and there will be a lot

of students who have done internships and

know a lot, so try to talk to as many people

as possible”.

To watch the full interview with Olivia,

click the link here.

The interview is 
transcribed by: Linda Huang

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB2ismXJwh0


LESSONS FROM A 
SEMESTER IN R&A

BY  OL IV IA  CEPL I T I S
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RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

       y name is Olivia Ceplitis and I am studying a

Bachelors degree in Economics at Lund

University. I started my first semester this year,

and in January I attended a LINC lecture

introducing Research and Analysis. My

knowledge about stocks was very limited, but I

was really interested in learning more about how

to pick and evaluate stocks, so I applied for the

Equity Research Team. I was excited to be

accepted for the ER Team and a few weeks after

the weekly lectures started in February, it was

time to pick a company to write an analysis about.

Arise AB became my choice, and after that I had

to dig deep into the company’s business model,

history, financial reports, competitors and the

wind power industry as a whole.

The research process is quite extensive, no stone

can be left unturned and there are many why’s

and how’s to be answered. The information I

gathered from the research process  later  transla-

ted into numbers in my financial model,

predicting the income statement for two years

ahead. After receiving approval on my financial

model from the team leaders, I was able to

start the writing process. Writing an equity

research report was more work than I

expected, as I could easily have written an

extensive essay on why I consider Arise to be a

good company and a good stock, but fitting it

into four pages including graphs and tables,

required very clear and efficient writing. There

were many drafts sent back and forth between

me and the team leaders, who pay attention to

every single detail, and my first analysis took

about two months to finish from picking a

company to publishing it on LINC’s web page.

To summarize my report about Arise AB, it is

a Swedish company that produces electricity

through their own wind power parks and

manages the  whole  chain of  project  develop-

M

https://linclund.com/researchandanalysis/
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Analysis, as it truly is a great opportunity to

get started. Firstly, you will gain immensely

valuable knowledge. You will also get the

opportunity to develop practical skills within

financial modelling in Excel and writing, as

well as using everything that is explained in

the lectures. Listening to a lecture about

valuation is interesting but doing it yourself

afterwards gives a deeper understanding. 

Finally, joining LINC R&A connects you with

like-minded people. I find it highly motivating

to be around people with drive, who know

more than me and gladly share their

knowledge. I had a great first term with the

Equity Research Team, and I am looking

forward to seeing old and new faces in the

finance lab this fall.

To view the report of Arise AB, click the link

here.

ment from accessing permits to long-term

management. The company has five projects in

the pipeline for 2020-2022, and a strong track

record of completing projects for diverse

customers such as BlackRock and a Swedish

municipal company. With a business model

tailored for onshore wind, Arise has an

operational efficiency and EBIT margins

superior to its peers. A target EV/S ratio of 4,0x

applied to 2021’s estimated sales of 541 MSEK,

and a two year discount of the share price at a

Cost of Equity of 6,5%, motivates a target price

of 44,0 SEK today. 

During the first semester, I had the pleasure to

attend weekly lectures about interpreting

financial statements, finding growth drivers,

valuation techniques such as peer valuation and

Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF), pitching

and more. I got to pitch the Arise Windpower

stock to the group, as well as listen to my peers

pitch the stocks they had picked for their equity

research reports. I learned a lot from discussing

stocks, podcasts and books, and listening to

other pitches gave me a few eye-openers about

details that were useful for my own analysis. 

If you are interested in finance, I would highly

encourage you to apply to LINC Research and

Olivia Ceplitis, 

Event Coordinator at LINC 

https://linclund.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Olivia.Ceplitis.Arise_.20200424.pdf


     uring the past few years, an increasing num-

ber of recruiters within the field of finance have

been expanding their idea of the perfect job

candidate. The expansion has mainly been

happening within the STEM fields, which stands

for Science, Technology, Engineering and

Mathematics. 

Why is that so? What do STEM-students have to

offer in the finance industry? 

To be able to answer these questions, I will in

this article tell you some of my experiences in

the subject and use some external sources to

prove my point further.

When I first got in touch with LINC somewhere

mid-2019, I noticed the scarcity of STEM-

students that are pursuing a career within

finance. At first, it wasn’t really clear to me how 

I could use my programming knowledge and my

upcoming degree in Mathematics in the finance

field. The only thing I knew then was that I was

interested in finance, since I had been buying

and selling stocks, funds and CBBC’s (callable

bull/bear contract) in my free time whilst

working as a customer service representative for

Nordea for a while. At an introduction meeting

with LINC, I got in contact with LINC-STEM

who showed me all the job opportunities within

finance as a STEM-student and encouraged me

to become a part of their committee. That was

the moment I decided to pursue a career in

finance. 

There are plenty of upsides for STEM-students

in a finance environment. Some important skills

acquired from the STEM fields are analytical,

numerical, programming, database management,

modelling, and computational. These skills are 

  STEM-DEGREE
+ CAREER IN FINANCE 
= A SUCCESSFUL MERGER?

BY  SAMANTHA  NORDQV IST

D
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L INC  -  STEM

https://linclund.com/committees/stem/
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essential in e.g. calculating credit risk, determining

the likelihood of a stock’s value to increase or

decrease, programming trading algorithms and

analysing big data which will help to make an

assumption about the stock market. Since we live in

a society driven by technology, data and algorithms,

it makes sense to hire people from STEM

backgrounds in fields that will help the  industry

develop further, such as finance.

When I attended LINC’s IBF 2019, I was invited

before the event to have a chat with a representative

from Danske Bank to hear about their

opportunities available for me as a STEM student.

The representative himself had a background in

STEM. I sensed that my STEM and finance mixed

resume was one of the things that caught their

interest in me. Later that day, I attended multiple

workshops with other banks and I noticed that

many of them were also curious about my

background in STEM and interest in finance, and I

was not the only one. At BNP’s workshop, many of

the students who got BNP’s internships on the spot,

myself included, had a STEM background.

An article from Bloomberg mentions an essay

written by Michael Bodson saying that jobs in

banking and finance requiring STEM skills will

increase by 21% in the next 10 years. Further in the

article, the author talks about “Fintech” innovations

becoming the norm  and that  information  techno-

 

logy has taken the center stage for financial

companies of all types and sizes. Many banks

today have a special division dedicated to

STEM graduates. Goldman Sachs for example,

has an engineering division where the

employees are able to work with cyber

security, quantitative strategy, software

engineering and systems engineering.

JPMorgan has a spring week dedicated

specifically for non-finance students.

There are undoubtedly vast possibilities for

STEM students to excel in the finance

industry. With an ever-evolving society where

technology takes increasingly more space in

our daily lives, pursuing a career in finance

with a STEM degree is one of the best things

one can do. In other words, a STEM degree

and a career in finance is definitely a successful

merger!

Samantha Nordqvist, 

Finance & Accounting Analyst Intern at P&G

Former Relationship Coordinator of LINC-STEM 

STEM & FINANCE



"What would you do if you knew that you couldn’t fail? "

TO THE GOOD GIRLS
OUT THERE:

BY  CAMILLA  LUND IN  &  

VENDELA  L I L L I ESTRÅLE
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GOOD  G IRLS ?

GOOD GIRLS?

That is a question we think everyone

should ask themselves. We both love to

make dreams reality, go outside our

comfort zone and always keep learning

new things. That has resulted in many

fun things, such as founding Qalora and

Business & Dreams together.

When we were students, we didn’t

know what we wanted to work with

after we graduated. We were  curious

and explored different things alongside

our studies. We discovered that people

Name:                              Camilla Lundin &    

                                           Vendela Lilliestråle

Age:                                 27 and 28

Current Position:          Founders of Qalora

          Capital and the 

 Instagram community

@businessanddreams

Favorite Finance 
Book:                                   Rich Dad, Poor Dad

Favorite Finance 
Podcast:                          Outsiders

https://www.instagram.com/businessanddreams/
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starting companies had a hard time raising capital, as many

entrepreneurs are young and therefore didn’t have the

network or experience yet. We were maybe a bit naive but

we asked ourselves the question, why not? What is the worst

thing that would happen?

This mindset led us to start the company Qalora, which

helps tech start-ups to fundraise from an international

network of investors. When working within tech,

entrepreneurship and finance, we realized how much there

was left to do within equality. We noticed there were so

many more men than women working within the finance

industry. We believe that inspiration and seeing role models

one can relate to is the key for a change and therefore we

started the Instagram account @businessanddreams with the

purpose to inspire and empower women in business.

During the journey of building the

Business & Dreams community, we

have met a lot of women. One

obstacle we have noticed for women

today is that we are raised to be

“good girls”, which does not inspire

us to pursue leadership positions

and acquire investments. 

So what does being a
good girl mean in today’s
society?

Camilla & Vendela at WBC in 2019

Camilla Lundin and Vendela Lilliestråle

https://www.instagram.com/businessanddreams/


Here are some typical things good girls are

taught to strive for:

1. To please other people and to get

external validation

2. Living up to other people’s expectations

3. Being kind to everyone

4. Being agreeable and quiet

5. Getting it right the first time and not

making any mistakes

These behaviors usually work well in school to

get good grades but don't necessarily translate

well in working life. In one's career, it is good

to be able to take risks and be okay with not

being liked by everyone. There is a great book

on this subject that we can recommend: “Nice

Girls Don't Get the Corner Office” by Lois P.

Frankel. You can also watch our TED Talk

“Why you shouldn’t be a good girl”. It is also

important to develop a mindset that will help

you in your career and as a leader. One way

you can think about it is to make the

distinction between a “Growth Mindset” and a

“Fixed Mindset”. The difference between these

is that a person with a growth mindset sees

herself as someone who can develop her skills

and knowledge in different areas, while a

person with a static mindset sees her abilities

as fixed and unchanging.

The problem with a fixed mindset is that one

defines oneself in ways with the underlying

belief that their skills and abilities are static.

Even if it is a positive quality, the person gets

afraid of being proven the opposite. Challenges

become a threat. If failure occurs, that may

indicate to them that they actually aren’t good

at that area of life and it will shatter the picture

they have about themselves. 

The opposite is much better. A person with a

growth mindset sees failing as an opportunity

to grow and learn. She knows that she can do

anything if she puts her effort into it.

Our tips for students striving for a similar

career path is to reach out to people that have

the career you aspire to pursue, grab a coffee

and get more insights on how to get there. In

that way, you will find out if the career suits

you and get inspired. Our last advice is to never

let the fear of thinking you’re not good enough

stop you from pursuing your career dreams.

Remember that!
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https://www.adlibris.com/se/bok/nice-girls-dont-get-the-corner-office-9781455558896
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgZrhQncHfs
https://www.businessanddreams.com/
https://www.qalora.com/


FINANCIAL DUE
DILIGENCE 
WITH KPMG DEAL
ADVISORY
BY  HANNA  RASMUSSON  &

EL ISABETH  EKSTEDT  

FDD is performed at the end of the

M&A process and possible signing is

usually done right after the FDD is

delivered. The duration of an FDD is

between  3-6  weeks,  varying  with  the 

size of the Target company. Sometimes we also

assist with sell-side due diligence (VDD) or the

smaller version of it, vendor assist (VA). In

those cases, we are hired by the seller of a

company and the VDD/VA is carried out earlier

in the M&A process.

What are the first steps you take when

conducting a company analysis? 

The first thing we do is to reconcile the

numbers we get from the Target company with

the audited financial statements (the annual

report) to ensure we can trust the numbers we

use. Thereafter we look at the income statement

and the balance sheet in parallel, trying to find

stuff that looks odd, e.g. an extra high salary

payment a certain month, insurance compensa-

PAGE 18 FINANCIAL DUE

DILIGENCE

What is financial due diligence and
why is it important when it comes to
M&A (mergers & acquisitions)?

Financial due diligence (FDD) can be described as

a thorough investigation of a company's finan-

cials. Usually the company is out for sale and a

potential buyer hires advisors to investigate the

company. The purpose is for the buyer to find out

what it is really buying and to verify the purchase

price. E.g. if the company is being sold at a

certain EV/EBITDA multiple, it is important

that the EBITDA used is the "correct" EBITDA,

i.e. reflecting the operations of the Target. The

F INANC IAL  DUE  DIL IGENCE



tion or unusually high accounts payables for a

period. These initial findings are presented in a

first "red flag report" to the client. 

Which elements do you usually pay

close attention to? 

In general, there are three key components that

are of extra importance: the underlying EBITDA,

the net debt position and net working capital.

These are analyses we do for all buy side FDDs.

The underlying EBITDA is the earnings adjusted

for one-time events (e.g. an insurance payment), 

costs that would be higher/lower in the hands of

another owner (e.g. salaries might not always be

market-rates), or pro forma adjusted, to mention

a few things. For instance, a SEK 1m change in

EBITDA can with a 10x multiple have quite a

large effect on the purchase price. The net debt

position is the Target’s cash and cash equivalents

minus interest-bearing liabilities and debt-like

items (which are items that benefited the seller,

but the buyer would stand for the cash outflow,

e.g. a bonus for a previous year that has not been

paid out yet). If the net debt position is positive,

i.e. that there is more cash than debt, the amount

is added to the purchase price but if the net debt

position is negative, it  is  instead  subtracted (at 
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What do you usually consider as a red

flag/deal-breaker in a company? Could

you name any examples?

One red flag could be a trend of negative cash

flows, and continuously negative profitability.

The reliability of the finance function and

quality of data and information is also of great

importance.

Please note that the Financial Due Diligence is

not the only Due Diligence performed. Even

though financials look fine, a finding in the legal

or commercial Due Diligence might be a

dealbreaker.

What are some key factors indicating

good financial health?

There are many indicators and they all differ

depending on the Target’s size and industry but

to mention a few: a positive EBITDA that is

not dependent on just a few customers/

suppliers/employees, cash flows being sufficient

to finance required investments and positive &

improving margins.

FINANCIAL DUE

DILIGENCE

least in theory, in reality the parties negotiate

about this). Net working capital (NWC) refers to

the amount that is required for the Target to

operate on a day-to-day basis. Simplified, it

contains inventory, accounts receivables, prepaid

expenses minus account payables and accrued

expenses. If the NWC is higher than the average

level when the transaction happen, the buyer will

have to pay for that, and vice versa. 

What is also important to understand is what

drives the company's revenue, costs and overall

profitability. To assess this, we look at various

KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). For example,

if the target company is a retail company, we

look at sales per square metre, online vs instore,

geography etc. By doing the same things for

personnel costs and operating expenses, we can

figure out what drives the margins. Is the

increased EBITDA driven by more sales of

products with a higher gross margin, by cost-

cutting, or by higher sales in countries with a

more favourable exchange rate for the moment?

These are the most common elements we pay

attention to and we often make additional

analyses like seasonality variation, the need for

capital expenditure, reliability of forecasts and

budgets, all depending on the Target company’s

size and industry.

https://home.kpmg/se/sv/home/tjanster/radgivning/deal-advisory.html


About LINC - Lund University

Finance Society

Founded in 1991, LINC quickly became the 

primary organization for students interested in 

finance at Lund University. Through career 

guidance, theoretical education, practical 

training, events and field trips, LINC aims to 

support ambitious students in reaching

positions  at top firms in the financial industry.

Today, LINC with its 2,300 members is the 

leading finance society in Sweden and one of  the

most prominent organizations of its kind in 

Northern Europe.

About LINC Female Network

Female Network is a committee within LINC, 

with a vision to increase gender diversity in the 

finance industry. By educating and encouraging 

female students, we hope to create more 

opportunities and inspire a career in finance.

Upcoming Events

Derivatives Lecture Series, 
20th & 22nd October (Digital)

Guest Lecture: Proethos, 
27th October (Digital)
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Linda Huang, Marketing 

Coordinator & Design Director/

Deputy Editor of 

FN Magazine

Jessica Paulsson, 

Event Coordinator & 

Editor-in-Chief of FN 

Magazine

Follow us to stay updated!

LINC is sponsored by:

https://linclund.com/
https://www.facebook.com/FemaleNetworkLinc
https://www.instagram.com/femalenetwork_linc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/femalenetwork-linc
https://danskebank.se/privat
https://www.fidelity.com/
https://www.citigroup.com/citi/
https://www.handelsbanken.com/en/
https://seb.se/
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